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A master of terror and suspense, Brooks
crafts his characters [in Pressure Points]
with care, lending them opaque dimensions
that make them appear both sympathetic
and loathsome. (PW) The game is a
weeklong retreat. Its located in a remote
region of northern California. Its designed
to build teamwork, establish trust, and
increase awareness. The players are three
ambitious executivesone woman and two
men, each prepared to put his physical,
mental, and moral limits to the test. They
never dreamed how far they could go. The
rules are simple. First you run. Then you
hide. Dont appear weak, dont admit to the
fear, and dont react to the pain. The prize
is staying alive. Let the game begin. Grabs
you by the throat and doesnt let go ... its as
scary as hell. New York Times bestselling
author Lisa Jackson
Thrilling. Thom
Racina, national bestselling author of
Deadly Games and Never Forget From
Publishers Weekly Performance seminars
have long been the bane of the corporate
world, yet few authors have explored them
in fiction to the candid degree that Brooks
(Darkness Bound) does here. The first third
of this addictive thriller introduces Brad
Teeters, Mark Johnson and Pamela Wiley,
three dedicated yet bitter senior employees
at Wright & Wong, a successful
Seattle-based ad agency. When the trio
propose to buy out the firm, Wong agrees,
stipulating that all three employees must
first attend The Seminar, a week-long
retreat for executives at a secluded site in
northern California. In detailed prose,
Brooks captures the first 60 hours of The
Seminar, during which facilitators simulate
airplane crashes and hostage takeovers in
an effort to teach inner strength and trust.
But when one of The Seminars mind
games goes awry, Teeters, Johnson and
Wiley become unwittingly ensnared in an
evil scheme masterminded by Wong and
Beth, Teeterss sexy, manipulative wife.
Beth, who up to this point has been a
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secondary character, becomes the focal
point of an intricate conclusion involving
betrayed friendships, apparent suicides and
kinky sex games. A master of terror and
suspense, Brooks crafts his characters with
care, lending them opaque dimensions that
make them appear both sympathetic and
loathsome. An absolute must read, Deadly
Faux is guaranteed entertainment. In
Wolfgang Schmitt, Larry Brooks has
created a wise-cracking protagonist who is
witty, resourceful, intelligent, and, most
surprisingly, vulnerable. Brooks plunges
Wolf into a seemingly unwinnable caldron
involving Las Vegas casinos, the mob, and
femme fatales, then turns the heat up high.
I finished Deadly Faux in one sitting,
couldnt put it down, and cant wait to read
the next book. Step aside Nelson DeMille
and Stuart WoodsSchmitt happens! Robert
Dugoni, New York Times bestselling
author of The Jury Master, for Deadly Faux
Though as modern as an iPad 5S, [Brooks]
is truly and remarkably Chandleresque.
Hes dazzling. Check out his new one,
Deadly Fauxits sexy, complex, intelligent;
a truly delightful novel with more plot
twists than a plate of linguine swimming in
olive oil. James N. Frey, author of How to
Write a Damn Good Novel, for Deadly
Faux Larry Brooks is the author of four
critically-praised novels, including USA
Today bestseller Darkness Bound, and the
bestselling writing book Story Engineering:
Mastering the Six Core Competencies of
Successful Writing. Brooks teaches writers
conferences throughout the nation and is
the creator of Storyfix.com, named two
years running to the Writers Digest 101
Best Websites for Writers list. He lives in
Arizona.
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Pressure Point (1962) - IMDb Define pressure point: a place on your body that can be pressed to stop tension or pain
pressure point in a sentence. News for Pressure Points There are, however, a number of points that are useful for
acupressure in the sense that they are easy to apply acupressure techniques with Common Acupressure Points for
Self-Treatment - Yin Yang House Sleep Pressure Points - YouTube Drama A black prison psychiatrist is assigned
the distasteful task of helping a paranoid Videos. Pressure Point -- Surreal trailer for this black and white film List of
Pressure Points in the Human Body Use prolonged finger pressure directly on the point gradual, steady, penetrating
pressure for approximately three minutes is ideal. Each point will feel somewhat Find Your Pressure Points
Experience Life Pressure Point Definition of Pressure Point by Merriam-Webster Find and save ideas about
Pressure points on Pinterest, the worlds catalogue of ideas. See more about Reflexology, Hand reflexology and Hand
pressure Pressure Points - Make Noise It involves applying pressure to acupressure points that lie along meridians in
your body to promote relaxation and treat illnesses. There are more than 400 Pressure point - Wikipedia How to Learn
Martial Arts Pressure Points. The traditional definition of a pressure point is a point that, when pressure is applied,
produces crippling pain. This is Massage Therapy Acupressure Points Pressure Points is a controller module, an
analog sequencer that is played by hand. Touching the gold plated copper wires (aka Touch Plates), you become part
Acupressure Point LI4: Large Intestine 6 or He Gu Explore The Make Noise Pressure Points is an electronic music
module requiring 20 mA of +12VDC and 0mA of. -12VDC regulated voltage and a properly formatted How to Learn
Martial Arts Pressure Points (with Pictures) Massaging pressure points on the human body is both pleasurable and
therapeutic. It can help relieve pain, improve circulation and channel Pressure points do exist. While they may not
exactly kill you, they can help you and impair you depending on how theyre used. Pressure Points that Can Relieve
Stress - Attn Maternity services are stretched. You probably see examples of it every day. New mothers are sent home
too early, they find feeding difficult and arent getting Acupressure Points for Neck Pain and Headache Explore
RCM Publications - Pressure points RCM Stress Relief: Ways to Relieve Tension & Burnout for Stress
Management. How to Apply Pressure to Acupressure Points The Acupressure treatment for Neck Pain involves 5
pressure points. Point 1 This point lies on the outer border of the forearms, 2 finger-widths above the wrist joint. Point 2
This point lies in the flesh between the thumb and the index finger. Point 3 This point lies in the skin between the 2nd
and the 3rd toes. 10 Best Acupressure Points to Treat Body Pains and Aches Acupressure unblocks meridians using
gentle yet firm pressure on specific points along the energy lines, called acupoints. In response to the pressure, the brain
Images for Pressure Points Dr. Malcolm Taw of the UCLA Center for East-West Medicine demonstrates where and
how to stimulate four points useful for alleviating neck pain and headache The Truth About Pressure Points: Which
Ones Can Kill You And - 2 min - Uploaded by Ninomiya LawVideo guide to pressure points that can help you sleep.
Pressure Points - Blogs - Council on Foreign Relations Traditional Chinese medical theory describes special
acupoints, or acupressure points, that lie along meridians, or channels, in your body. What Are the Pressure Points to
Massage? The Acupressure Points for Inducing Labor: Where to Target Pressure points are specific sensitive
areas on the surface of the body. You can exploit a pressure point for many uses. Martial artists quickly 6 Pressure
Points for Headaches that Provide Relief in just 5 Minutes Are you pregnant and past your due date? Help induce
labor naturally by pressing on these acupressure points along the body. Acupressure Points, Techniques & Self-Care
for Relieving Colds & Flu Colds & Flu Acupressure points, for resistance to colds and flus. Causes of colds & flu.
Illustrated self-care exercises and acupressure points for sore throats, Acupressure - the Official Website for
Acupressure Points. Charts for Massage Therapy Points: Discusses how acupressure therapy, trigger points, and
pressure points enhance Massage Therapy. Discover how these massage
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